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The study of the history of the Golden Horde is greatly hampered by the fact
that, unlike the Ilkhanate of Persia or the Yuan Empire in China, its researchers do
not have at their disposal a sufficient number of contemporary sources written on
its territory. The history of the Golden Horde can be traced on the basis of “external” Arabic, Persian, Russian, Armenian, Greek and Latin sources. “Internal” contemporary sources are preserved in a very limited volume and the introduction of
each of such sources into current scholarly discussions brings new, completely
unknown information on the history of the Golden Horde or confirms and clarifies
the information of already known sources.
The author of this article seeks to draw the attention of researchers to the
whole body of little-known Latin sources concerning the details of the development of Catholic missionary work in the territory of the Golden Horde since the
second half of the 13th century. These sources seem to be important primarily because they include “internal” sources, namely, reports of Catholic missionaries
compiled on the territory of the Golden Horde and sent to the leadership of the
Mendicant orders (mainly the Franciscan Order of the Friars Minor) in Europe. The
body of writings also includes “external” sources, that is, papal bulls addressed to
the Golden Horde rulers, the missionaries themselves in the dominions of these
rulers, and their subjects in the steppes and cities of the Golden Horde whom the
Roman curia regarded as immediate targets for their missionary activity. In addition, narrative descriptions of the Franciscan chroniclers who received information
either directly from missionaries returning from the Golden Horde, or through their
unpreserved letters, are discussed here as “external” Latin sources.
The information of these missionary sources predictably relate mainly to the
proselytizing activity of the Mendicant Friars in the territory of the Golden Horde.
These sources, however, contain extremely interesting information about the religious policy of the rulers of the Golden Horde, on the relations of missionaries
with the nomads and local Christians among whom they deployed their activity and
even about political events in the Golden Horde, although, as will be shown below,
in this aspect missionary sources only supplement the information of the much
more reliable Mamluk chronicles.
Comparison of the already well-known sources on the Golden Horde with the
content of reports of the Mendicants, papal bulls and Franciscan chronicles allows
the author to significantly diversify the information on its history and represents the
main goal of this article. In particular, the author resorts to a comparison of missionary and Eastern (Mamluk, Persian, Russian, Greek, and Armenian) sources,
completely independent of each other. In doing this, the author seeks to demonstrate the usefulness of such a comparison both to clarify the existed data and obtaining new information. In addition, the author tries to justify the importance of
the missionary sources presented in the article.
The “case” of the ringing of bells
The very first document clearly evidencing the permanent presence of the
Franciscans in the Golden Horde, points to the apparently tense relations of Western missionaries with Muslim residents of local cities. Along with the mention of
the fact that the Franciscans had at their disposal convents in Caffa and Sarai, a
church in Solkhat and houses in Qırq Yer in Crimea and in Vicina in the Danube
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delta, the custodian or the head of the Northern Black Sea’s Franciscans named
Ladislaus reported in his message to the west of April 11, 1287, details of the conflict erupted in Solkhat in August 1286 between the local Franciscans and Muslims. The latter tore off the bell from the Franciscan church in Solkhat, apparently
irritated by its ringing, and the Minorites lodged a complaint against these actions
to Tula-Buga Khan (1286–1291) and Nogai (d. 1300). Both Mongol rulers took the
Franciscans’ side and sent, in addition to their representatives, a “special ambassador” who entered Solkhat with military force and forced the Minorites’ offenders to
pay them ample compensation. In addition to the fact that the Franciscans were
allowed to hang three bells in their church instead of one torn off, shortly after
these events, Nogai’s wife, “empress Iaylak”, arrived in Solkhat and expressed her
desire to be baptized, to the sheer joy of the Franciscans. She was baptized from
the hands of Ladislaus himself in the Crimean city of Qırq Yer [43, p. 248–250].
The patronage of the Mongol rulers played a decisive role in this conflict, but
it was not necessarily the result of some special sympathy for Christianity. According to the account of the Mamluk author Baybars al-Mansuri, in 1270/71 Nogai
notified the Egyptian Sultan about his conversion to Islam [45, p. 101]. Also the
Golden Horde “ambassador” mentioned by friar Ladislaus was a Muslim, which
did not prevent him from punishing the Franciscans’ offenders in Solkhat, despite
the fact that they, unlike the Minorites, were his co-religionists. Obviously, the
Golden Horde “ambassador” sought in this case to restore the established order,
where the right of the Franciscans to ring the bell was considered weightier than
the reluctance of Muslims to hear it. Nevertheless, the attitude towards this right
changed dramatically 30 years after this conflict, in connection with the ascension
of Uzbek Khan, converted to Islam as well as Nogai, but who preferred the opinion
of Muslims regarding this “issue”.
In his yarlik of 1314 (which will be discussed in more detail below), Uzbek
Khan (1313–1341) strictly forbade attacks on the Franciscan church in the Genoese
Caffa and allowed the Minorities to ring bells on it [22, p. 65], and, according to
the personal testimony of Ibn Battuta, this permission remained in force 20 years
after this [47, p. 470–471].
For his part, Pope John XXII apparently believed that this khan’s permission
extended to other cities of the Golden Horde, reminding Uzbek in his letter of
March 28, 1318, how the khan “allowed the said Christians to have and freely ring
the bells, to which sound they could gather for divine services”. Nevertheless, a
year after granting this permission, Uzbek, according to the Pope, “seduced by the
deceitful perseverance of the enemies of Christ”, forbade Christians to ring bells [5,
p. 148].
Probably, this prohibition was directly related to the confrontation between the
Greek population of Soldaia (where the Franciscans also had one convent) and
Uzbek’s governor in Crimea, Tuluk-Timur. Two synchronous notes on the margins
of the “Sudak Synaxarion”1 show that this confrontation led to open conflict and
that Soldaia was attacked by the military forces of Tuluk-Timur in August 1322
1

Notes of the 12th–15th centuries on the margins of the “Sudak Synaxarion” (that is, a collection of abbreviated saints’ lives composed in Greek in Soldaia in the 12th century) were published in 1863 by Archimandrite Antonin Kapustin [4, p. 595–628]. However, subsequently the
original manuscript of the Synaxarion was lost [51, p. 261, nota 3].
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and January 1323 [4, p. 600, 621]. Pope John XXII, being informed about these
attacks, turned to the Golden Horde’s khan again, regretting in his bull on September 27, 1323 that Christian inhabitants of Soldaia were “driven out of the city by
Saracens, and after the bells had been removed from their churches, the churches
were turned into mosques”. In this connection the Pontiff urged Uzbek to both
allow local Christians to “return for living in the said town” and give them back
“the mentioned churches and bells” [3, p. 203]. Nevertheless, Uzbek did not listen
to the Papal request; according to Ibn Battuta, in 1334 Soldaia was largely populated by the “Turks”2.
The identification of “Coktoganus”
The baptism of “empress Iaylak” in 1286 reflected certain sympathies of some
representatives of the Golden Horde elite towards Christianity and probably soon
after that the Franciscans managed to convert to the Catholic religion “one great
king of the Tartars”. According to the Umbrian Franciscan Giovanni Elemosina,
“secured by his benevolence”, the Friars Minor “built 10 places in that Tartary:
5 permanent walled places in Tartar cities3 and 5 mobile places in pavilions or
tents4 among the multitude of the Tartars”5. This same Chinggisid was also mentioned in the list of “the children of the emperors6 who were baptized by the Friars
Minor” [13, p. 73]7, where he is called “Coktoganus” and where it is also reported
that three of his sons were baptized with him: “Georgius, Curamas and Abusca”, of
whom only “Abusca” remained alive by the time this list was compiled (circa
1321). Apparently, a number of other Franciscan sources had also in mind precisely this Mongol prince in their reports that he was buried afterwards in the Franciscan convent of St John located three miles from Sarai8.
Despite the relatively numerous references to this Mongol prince in Franciscan
sources9, his identification causes certain difficulties. Girolamo Golubovich and
2

The ringing of the bells was forbidden in Solkhat as well, since Ibn Battuta never mentions it [47, p. 471–472 (Solkhat), 499 (Soldaia)].
3
Both full-fledged convents and more modest residences in Golden Horde’s cities could be
intended by “places” in Franciscan sources.
4
Giovanni Elemosina meant here the mobile altars that the Franciscans carried on wagons
following the ever nomadizing “Tartars” [13, p. 125].
5
See the “Book of Histories of the Holy Roman Church” (1335) by Giovanni Elemosina,
as well as his “Chronicle” (1336) [13, p. 107, 120].
6
The Golden Horde’s khan Mengu-Timur (1267–1280) and ilkhan Arghun (1284–1291)
were referred to here as “emperors”.
7
This list is contained in the codex Nero A. IX (fol. 101r) from the British library.
8
See the “Chronicle of the 24 Generals of the Order of the Friars Minor” by an anonymous
Aquitanian author (perhaps Arnaud de Sarrant, the Minister of the Franciscan province of Aquitaine [32, p. 20]), in [1, p. 456]; a record “On the holy brothers resting in the Northern Vicariate” from the codex Canon. Misc. 525 of the Bodleian library, in [12, p. 46]; and the treatise
“On the Conformity of the Life of St Francis to the Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ” by
Bartolomeo Pisano, in [2, p. 557].
9
One would assume that all these Franciscan sources reported on various representatives of
the Golden Horde’s elite. However, with the exception of the fragment from the codex Nero
A. IX, each of the above-mentioned sources mentions only one high-ranking Chinggisid baptized by the Franciscans, which makes it possible to assume that all together they mean the same
person.
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Devin DeWeese were inclined to believe that the Franciscans had in mind Toqta
Khan (1291–1312) when writing about “Coktoganus” [13, p. 73, nota 1; 14, p. 171;
9, p. 98–99]10. In particular, Girolamo Golubovich argued that most of the sources
called “Coktoganus” the emperor, that is, the supreme ruler of the Golden Horde.
Indeed, the anonymous author of the “Chronicle of the 24 Generals” calls
“Coktoganus”, who took the name of John at baptism, “dominus Iohannes, the
emperor of the Tartars” [1, p. 456]11. However, a record “On the holy brothers
resting in the Northern Vicariate” (from the codex Canon. Misc. 525 of the Bodleian library) [12, p. 46] and the treatise “On the Conformity of the Life of St Francis”
by Bartolomeo Pisano [2, p. 557] call “Coktoganus” the “king of the Tartars” (rex
Tartarorum), that is, the ruler who was subordinate to the Golden Horde “emperor”
or khan. Moreover, in two separate bulls of Pope John XXII addressed on November 22, 1321 and February 28, 1322 to “Abuscanus”12, son of the same “Coktoganus” (called “Cotoganus” in both bulls), “the cherished in memory Cotoganus” is
called “the king in the regions of Tartary” [5, p. 214; 3, p. 186]13; while in all bulls
addressed to Toqta Khan’s successor, Uzbek Khan, Popes John XXII and Benedict
XII invariably referred to Uzbek as the “emperor of the Tartars”14. It is obvious that
Pope John XXII would not fail to call “Cotoganus” the emperor, if he would have
meant by “Cotoganus” the predecessor of Uzbek – Toqta Khan.
In his attempt to prove that “Coktoganus” was Toqta Khan, Devin DeWeese
referred to a letter of the Franciscans of Caffa addressed on May 15, 1323 to the
cardinals of the Roman Curia and the general chapter of their Order, which was not
known to Girolamo Golubovich [9, p. 98–100]. In one fragment of this letter, its
anonymous authors briefly described the political struggle in the Golden Horde,
which flared up after the death of Toqta Khan in August 1312. According to the
Franciscans, Toqta Khan died a Christian and left behind him three baptized sons.
Two of these sons set on foot a conspiracy against Uzbek Khan, who became
Toqta’s successor in early 1313, and they left the Christian faith, according to the

10

Jean Richard at first expressed doubts about the validity of this identification [36,
p. 157], but later changed his mind to the opposite [35, p. 239; 34, p. 350 (English translation);
see also 38, p. 292, nota 49].
11
See also the “Register of the Friars Minor of London”, where John is ranked among the
deceased friars of the Franciscan Order and called the “emperor of the Tartars” as well [20,
p. 539].
12
Obviously, “Abusca” from the above codex Nero A. IX from the British library, the
youngest son of “Coktoganus”, is meant here, who remained alive, unlike his brothers, at least
until 1323.
13
Jean Richard clearly misread the statement of the Pope in the first of these bulls of November 22, 1321 that God directed “Abuscanus” “to the chamber of his bride” (ad sponsae suae
thalamum) and concluded that John XXII mentioned here the baptism of the wife of
“Abuscanus” [36, p. 157, nota 125; see also 38, p. 293]. In fact, the Pope had in mind the Roman
Church when speaking about God’s “bride” and the corresponding communion of “Abuscanus”
with it.
14
See the bulls of John XXII of March 28, 1318 [5, p. 148], September 27, 1323 [3, p. 202]
and October 1, 1333 [5, p. 558], as well as the bulls of Benedict XII of June 13, 1338 [6, p. 60],
October 31, 1338 [6, p. 64] and August 17, 1340 [6, p. 77]. It is curious that Pope Benedict XII
called the Yuan khan Toghon Temür (1333–1370), senior among other Chinggisid khans, the
“emperor of the emperors” [6, p. 58].
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Minorites, “in their ambition to obtain the imperial honour”15. However, Uzbek
Khan killed these two of his sons. The third son of Toqta, in turn, remained a “firm
and stable” Christian and did not take part in the conspiracy of his brothers. Uzbek
spared him therefore and treated him kindly, and by the time the letter was written
(1323), Uzbek considered this younger son of Toqta his main heir [22, p. 111 (Latin text); 24, p. 365 (English translation)].
At first glance, this letter confirms that Toqta was that “Coktoganus” who was
baptized by the Franciscans and significantly contributed to the development of
their apostolate in the Golden Horde, and that the youngest son of Toqta was that
“Abuscanus” who was alive by the time the letter was written, to whom Pope John
XXII addressed two bulls in 1321 and 1322. However, this letter of the Franciscans
transmitted clearly distorted information in this fragment, despite the fact that for
the rest it contained quite reliable information about the activities of the Franciscans in the Golden Horde.
First of all, it should be noted that the Mamluk authors Ibn Duqmaq and alAyni, who followed the former, claimed from the words of the Mamluk ambassadors who arrived in the Golden Horde at the time of Toqta’s death, that Toqta did
not leave behind the children, “neither male nor female” [45, p. 323, 515–516; see
also 17, p. 114]16. According to these Mamluks authors, Uzbek faced the opposition of the amirs irritated by his conversion to Islam and the respective Islamization
policy. However, his opponents were not headed by the sons of Toqta Khan, but
amirs Tunguz and Taz, who previously enjoyed increased influence in the Golden
Horde under the late Toqta Khan. Uzbek “killed both of them and several Tatar
nobles along with them” and he did it after he became khan.
Undoubtedly, the Chinggisid princes could join the rebellious amirs and be
among these “Tatar nobles” executed by Uzbek. However, the participation in the
conflict with Uzbek of those sons of Toqta Khan who were eligible for the Golden
Horde throne, seems dubious. In his “Tarikh-i Uljaytu-Sultan” (circa 1316) the
Persian author Jamal al-Din ‘Abdullah b. ‘Ali Qashani referred to the words of the
ambassadors of Uzbek Khan who arrived in the Ilkhanate in April 1313, and argued that, at the end of the conflict, Uzbek executed the son of Toqta along with
more than a hundred Chinggisid princes [see 9, p. 107–109, with reference to the
Iranian edition of Qashani in 33, p. 144–145]. Nevertheless, Qashani’s account is
extremely doubtful, since he attributed the main role in plotting against Uzbek to
amir Qutlugh Timur. In fact, Qutlugh Timur was one of the main supporters of the
khan and his support contributed to Uzbek’s ascension [9, p. 108–109]. It is more
important, however, that in Qashani’s account Toqta’s son plays an extremely secondary role, and that Qashani can not clarify his name17.
15

The authors of the letter probably meant by this that the camp of Uzbek Khan’s opponents consisted of adherents of traditional nomadic beliefs.
16
According to “Shuab-i panjganah” by Rashid al-Din (the genealogical supplement to his
“Jami at-tawarikh” compiled by Rashid al-Din circa 1306), the sons of Toqta who had the right
to the throne of the Golden Horde were Tukal Buqa, Ilbasar and Tukil-Buqa, all of whom apparently died before their father [16, p. 873–874; 9, p. 108, nota 91].
17
Devin DeWeese, in turn, was clearly mistaken in reading this account, when he claimed
that Qashani wrote in its beginning on the conflict between Toqta’s two sons – Bayan and
Mumqiya – and about the support that Toqta rendered to the former [9, p. 108]. In fact, Qashani
wrote in this fragment about the conflict between the rival rulers of the eastern part of the Gol-
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In the 1360s, the Persian author al-Ahari called in his “Tarikh-i Shaykh
Uvays” this Toqta’s son by the name of Ilbasmish. He probably had here in mind
the middle son of Toqta, Ilbasar, about whom it is reliably known that he died before his father [45, p. 123 (Baybars al-Mansuri), 174 (al-Birzali), 206 (al-Dhahabi),
384 (Ibn Khaldun), 513 (al-Ayni)]. Besides, he incorrectly dates these events to
1303/4 and further confuses Toqta with Ilkhan Ghazan, which casts doubt on the
authenticity of his report [46, p. 100; see also 17, p. 114]. In turn, the anonymous
continuator of “Jami at-tawarikh” (probably, Hafiz-i Abru) of the first half of the
15th century was obviously not familiar with the work of al-Ahari and almost word
for word reproduced Qashani’s account with one significant change: in order to
explain the clearly contradictory role of amir Qutlugh Timur in Qashani’s account,
he introduced two amirs under the same name into his narrative, one of whom led a
conspiracy against Uzbek and another Qutlugh Timur turned out to be his main
supporter [46, p. 141].
Of course, the contradictions in Qashani’s account do not eliminate the possibility that some son of Toqta from any of his “younger” wives18, who did not have
the right to the throne, could participate in the conflict with Uzbek. Such information about his possible participation in the power struggle could also affect the
Franciscans who described these events almost 11 years after they happened. However, in their letter of 1323, the Franciscans wrote about two “sons” of Toqta who
had every right to the throne, and they also mentioned the third “son” of Toqta who
did not take part in the conflict and was then considered the closest heir to Uzbek
Khan. Apparently, this third “son” of Toqta was that “Abuscanus” to whom Pope
John XXII addressed two bulls in 1321 and 1322. However, the pope, who was
extremely scrupulous in choosing titles when referring to secular rulers, did not
name the father of “Abuscanus” as emperor or khan, and he did not make it clear
that “Cotoganus” had previously hold the throne of the Golden Horde.
All these remarks suggest that the “sons” of Toqta in the letter of the Franciscans of 1323 were actually the children of another Chinggisid. In turn, the comparison of the list of “the children of the emperors who were baptized by the Friars
Minor” from the codex Nero A. IX of the British library with the “Shuab-i
panjganah” by Rashid al-Din allows to identify this Chinggisid. While an anonymous Franciscan pointed out that the names of the sons of “Cotoganus” were
“Georgius, Curamas and Abusca”, Rashid al-Din, in turn, mentioned the following
names of the sons of the Chinggisid prince Kutukan: Kurmas corresponding to
Curamas; Kunkiz or Kurkiz – the Turkic and Mongolian equivalent of George; and
Abšeqe, that is, Abušqa, obviously corresponding to the Latin writing “Abusca” [9,
p. 98, nota 65; 16, p. 873]. The coincidences in these two completely independent
sources suggest that both these sources meant the same Chinggisid, namely,
Kutukan – the son of Mengu-Timur Khan and the younger brother of Toqta Khan.
Apparently, Kutukan was baptized after 1287, as the custodian Ladislaus did
not mention him in the above letter dated April 11, 1287. It is equally obvious that
Kutukan was baptized before 1291, that is, before he was executed by Toqta as a
den Horde (on the territory of modern Kazakhstan). Toqta really provided crucial support to
Bayan in 1309. However, neither Bayan nor Mumqiya were the sons of Toqta [49, p. 142–143].
18
As, for example, from the illegitimate daughter of Byzantine emperor Andronik II named
Maria, who became Toqta’s wife in 1297 [25, p. 294; see also 50, p. 395].
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result of the conspiracy that brought the latter to power [45, p. 108 (Baybars alMansuri), 157 (an-Nuwayri)]. It remains unclear why Kutukan was buried in the
Franciscan convent of St John near Sarai only at a time when the Franciscan order
was headed by Gonsalvus Hispanus, that is, between 1304 and 1313, as indicated
by the record “On the holy brothers resting in the Northern Vicariate” from the
codex Canon. Misc. 525 of the Bodleian library [12, p. 46] and the treatise “On the
Conformity of the Life of St Francis” by Bartolomeo Pisano [2, p. 557]. It is possible, however, that he was exhumed from his original burial and reburied in the said
convent. In any case, these same sources indicate that the exhumation of Kutukan
was an acceptable action, since he was reburied in Sarai 30 or 35 years after his
burial in the convent of St John.
Two yarliks of Uzbek Khan
Despite the death of their high-ranking protector, the Franciscans, apparently,
did not encounter any obstacles to their preaching activity after Toqta’s ascension.
Nevertheless, they had to suspend this activity at the end of his reign because of the
conflict that suddenly broke out between Toqta Khan and the Genoese. In 1307,
Toqta “ordered to capture all the Genoese throughout his empire” and on May 20,
1308 troops led by his son Ilbasar entered Caffa left by the Genoese [8, p. 500–
501]. The Franciscan convents in the Golden Horde probably emptied due to reprisals against the Genoese merchants, which affected all the local Catholic residents. Respectively, Western missionaries were to begin their activities anew and
their success depended on the favor of the new khan.
The Franciscans were able to return to Caffa only after Uzbek Khan’s ascension in the beginning of 1313, and next year Uzbek granted them a yarlik (literally
“privilege”) with the permission to move throughout the Golden Horde, exemption
from military service and taxes, as well as permission to build in Caffa their church
(of St Agnes)19.
Thus, despite his conversion to Islam, Uzbek continued to adhere to the traditional policy of religious tolerance of his predecessors. In his attempt to restore
friendly relations with the Sultanate of Egypt (which deteriorated noticeably during
the last years of Toqta’s reign [7, p. 170–171; 10, p. 343]), Uzbek represented himself as a zealous adherent of the Islamic religion and his ambassadors who arrived
in Cairo in March or April 1314, claimed (according to the Mamluk author anNuwayri) that Uzbek demanded from “a party adhering to a religion other than
Islam” in his dominion “to enter into the religion of Islam” and destroyed them
after their refusal [45, p. 163; see also 9, p. 111–112]. This assertion of Khan’s
ambassadors was to help to restore a warm relationship with the Muslim Sultan of
Egypt, but at the same time it was a clear distortion of reality [40, p. 111]. Almost
at the same time when the envoys of the Khan described to the Sultan in Cairo the
death of all adherents of alternative religions in the Golden Horde, Uzbek himself
granted the Franciscans the above-mentioned yarlik with the permission to freely
preach the “Christian law” in his dominion [22, p. 65]20.
19

This yarlik is preserved in the Latin translation contained in the codex D. Ii. 3.7 in the library of Cambridge University (fol. 148v–149r). See the edition of this translation in: [22, p. 65].
20
Uzbek Khan granted the Minorities his yarlik on March 20, 1314, while his ambassadors
arrived in Cairo in March or April of the same year.
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In his letter of 1320, the Hungarian Franciscan Iohanca indicated that he began
his missionary work in “Bascardia” (in the territory of modern Bashkortostan) six
years before writing the letter [22, p. 67], and he testified in this way that the Minorities immediately took advantage of Uzbek’s permission. When describing the
apostolate of his fellows in the Golden Horde, friar Iohanca mentioned their notable successes in preaching the gospel among the local nomads [22, p. 66], and the
Franciscans of Caffa who addressed their letter to the general chapter of their Order
in 1323, pointed to equally significant achievements of the missionaries [23,
p. 107]. The Franciscans of Caffa did not mention any obstacles to their activities
on the part of the Golden Horde administration, and friar Iohanca, in turn, encountered such obstacles only after he had allowed himself to call the Muslim religion
“frivolous and profane” during the religious dispute organized at the court of the
“ruler of Bascardia”. After that, Iohanca was thrown into prison, but it is significant
that he was saved from the death sentence by the intercession of local “Tartar judges” (jarguchis) who were appointed from Sarai and felt sympathetic towards
Christianity [22, p. 68].
The Muslim Uzbek had a similarly tolerant attitude toward the Orthodox
Church of Russian principalities having granted in 1313 the Vladimir Metropolitan
Petr the yarlik, which had a number of similarities with the “Franciscan” yarlik of
1314. The yarlik of Metropolitan Petr has been preserved in the Russian translation
in the “Extensive edition” of the Collection of the Yarliks Granted to the Russian
Metropolitans (compiled by the Metropolitan Chancellery in Moscow in the
1540s), which is preceded by an explanatory foreword describing the travel of the
Metropolitan to the court of Uzbek Khan in order to obtain a yarlik [see the text of
this yarlik, as well as of the foreword, in 15, p. 111–118].
The spuriousness of this yarlik’s translation was proved already at the beginning of the 20th century [41, p. 70–85], but several Russian chronicles imply that
Uzbek Khan really granted the Metropolitan a yarlik in 1313. Indeed, the
“Troitskaya chronicle” of the early 15th century explains the travel to the Horde in
1313 of the Tver prince Mikhail Yaroslavovich and Metropolitan Petr by the death
of Toqta Khan and the subsequent ascension of the Muslim Uzbek: Mikhail and
Petr had to go to the Horde to present themselves to the new khan and, obviously,
to obtain his yarliks approving their rule [48, p. 354]21. The more verbose author of
the “Nikonovskaya chronicle”, too, explained the travel of the Metropolitan (as
well as of a number of Russian princes) by Uzbek’s ascension and the need to obtain a yarlik, and he added further that Petr returned from the Horde “with great
honor” [28, p. 178].
Thus, although the translation of Uzbek’s yarlik has been preserved in a spurious form, this forgery based on a really existing yarlik, which, most likely, corresponded to the content of the earlier yarlik of Mengu-Timur Khan granted to the
Kiev Metropolitan Kirill on August 1, 1267 [see the text of Mengu-Timur’s yarlik
in 15, p. 124–126 (the “extended" edition of the 1540s); 26, p. 467–468 (the initial
izvod of the middle of the 15th century)]. Respectively, the yarlik of Metropolitan
21

See similar account in the “Simeonovskaya chronicle” [29, p. 87–88], “Moscow Annalistic Svod of the end of the 15th century” [31, p. 160], “Ermolinskaya chronicle” [30, p. 97] and
“The Chronicle according to the Voskresenskaya copy” [27, p. 186].
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Petr was to contain a listing of those taxes and duties, from which the Orthodox
Church was exempted by Uzbek.
In addition, the foreword to this yarlik is of particular interest, since it lists the
reasons that prompted the Metropolitan to go to the Horde and first of all his desire
to obtain Uzbek’s privileges before the khan would have granted them to a certain
“Matthew, bishop of the Pope of Rome” [15, p. 111].
In this case, the author of the foreword to the yarlik made a blatant mistake,
since the Dominican Matteo (Matthew) Manni da Cortona became the second Latin
bishop of Caffa only 14 years after the Metropolitan’s travel [19, p. 113]. The actual head of the Golden Horde’s Franciscans at this time could only be Jerome from
Catalonia, ordained the bishop without residence by Pope Clement V on February
19, 1311 [see the related bull in 5, p. 74]. Although Jerome is clearly called the
head of the Caffa’s Franciscans only in 1316 in one of the orders of the Office of
Gazaria [21, p. 407]22, he probably arrived in Caffa a few years earlier and, apparently, was the main addressee of the Uzbek Khan’s yarlik granted to the Franciscans with permission to administer “the people of the Christian law” [22, p. 65; see
also 44, p. 24; 42, p. 476]23. Nevertheless, Uzbek granted a yarlik to the Franciscans of Caffa a year after the yarlik of Metropolitan Petr, who managed to obtain in
this way privileges from the Golden Horde’s khan before the Latin bishop.
Although the question, why the Orthodox Metropolitan sought to get ahead of
the Latin prelate in obtaining these privileges, remains unanswered, both khan’s
yarliks contained a clearly expressed exemption of the Orthodox and Catholic
churches from taxes and military duties as well as the assertion of their full legal
independence from local secular authorities, with the exception of the khan himself
[15, p. 112–113 (the forged yarlik of 1313); 22, p. 65 (the yarlik of 1314)]. Thus,
both yarliks are clear evidence that the Muslim Uzbek continued to adhere to the
tolerant policies of his predecessors and to strictly observe the interests of his
Christian subjects.
The “Armenian” apostolate
At the conclusion of this article, attention should be paid to the information of
the Latin and Armenian sources concerning the proselytizing activities of Western
missionaries among the Armenians of the Golden Horde. The bull of Pope John
XXII of March 28, 1318 indicates the significant success of the Latin bishop of
Caffa, Jerome of Catalonia, who, according to the pontiff, was able to persuade the
Armenian archbishop of Solkhat named Arakel to accept the union with the Roman
church [3, p. 78–79]. In addition to recognizing the primacy of the pope, Arakel
apparently agreed to correct all inconsistencies in the Latin and Armenian rituals in
accordance with the decrees of the church council in Sis in Cilicia in 1307, except

22

The Office of Gazaria was established in Genoa in 1313 to deal with issues related to
trade in the Black Sea.
23
After that Jerome was already called the “bishop of Caffa” in one authentication of the
bull Cum hora undecima of Pope Clement V made in Pera on March 20, 1317 [14, p. 40]. In
turn, Pope John XXII endowed him with the same title, beginning with the bull of February 6,
1318 [5, p. 143].
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for the requirement to mix wine with water during communion24. For his part, the
Pope insisted on fulfilling this requirement both in this and the next bull addressed
to Arakel three years later, which will be discussed below.
Nevertheless, a comparison of the contents of the papal bulls with memorable
records in the Armenian manuscripts (in the Russian translation of Tatevik
Sargsian) rewritten in the Golden Horde, shows quite a significant discrepancy
between Arakel’s rank in the Latin and Armenian sources. Indeed, the colophon in
the book “Chetya Minei” rewritten in Solkhat in 1316 and now stored in the National Library in Paris (MS 180, fol. 339v) like two records in the margins of the
collection of the parables by Vardan Maratatsi compiled in Solkhat in 1324 and
currently preserved in the book depository of the monastery of St Hakob in Jerusalem (manuscript 1690, fol. 248, 300), refers to Arakel as bishop of Solkhat before
and after his acceptance of the union [39, p. 60, 66]. However, despite the fact that
Arakel had obviously lower rank in the Armenian church hierarchy, Pope John
XXII called him archbishop and probably perceived Arakel as the supreme prelate
of the Armenians in the Golden Horde subordinated to the pro-Latin Catholicos of
Sis in Cilicia, Kostandin II, who officially headed the entire Armenian church from
1307 to 132225.
In turn, the colophon in the gospel rewritten in Sarai in 1319 and now stored in
the book depository of the Mekhitarist congregation in Vienna (HS 434, fol. 441v),
mentions the presence in Sarai of another archbishop of the Armenians named
Pogos, who, apparently, was ordained by the Armenian catholicos Stepanos heading the Aghuan church (centered in the Gandzasar monastery in the modern de
facto Republic of Nagorno-Karabakh) until 1323 [39, p. 61]26.
Pogos, along with Catholicos Stepanos, obviously acted as the main opponents
of the union of the Golden Horde’s Armenians with the Roman Church as evidenced by three letters of John XXII, sent to the east in 1321. In the first of them,
addressed on November 22 to the pro-Latin bishop of Sarai, Stepanos27, the Pope
showed him sympathy in connection with “serious injury and heavy damage”
caused to Stepanos by the “Armenian bishop Bogos”28, and promised to provide
him all possible support [5, p. 212]. In his next bull addressed on the same date to
the “beloved children, the people of the Armenians living in the city of Sarai and
its diocese”, the Pope expressed the essence of this support: the Pontiff blamed the
Armenians of Sarai for both casting out bishop Stepanos, the “father and shepherd
24

See on the decrees of the church council in Sis in 1307 and their open rejection in Great
Armenia in [36, p. 201].
25
However, already in the above mentioned letter of the custodian Ladislaus of 1287, the
Armenian prelate of Solkhat was called the archbishop [43, p. 249], which suggests that, at least
from the point of view of the Franciscans and the Roman Curia, he was perceived as the supreme prelate of the Armenians in the Golden Horde.
26
In this record, the name of the Catholicos Stepanos precedes the name of the Cilician
catholicos Kostandin, which implies the primary dependence of the Armenian archdiocese of
Sarai on the eastern Catholicos. In his bull Salvator noster on November 22, 1321 addressed to a
number of Armenian prelates and clerics of the Ilkhanate with an appeal to accept the union,
Pope John XXII called the Catholicos Stepanos “the archbishop of Aghuan” [5, p. 215].
27
Probably, he was a protégé of the Solkhat’s archbishop Arakel.
28
The Pontiff obviously did not recognize Pogos as the archbishop, despite the fact that he
enjoyed this dignity according to the aforementioned record in the Armenian gospel.
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of their souls”, from the capital of the Golden Horde, and for their recession “from
the unity with the Roman church and from the truth of the Catholic faith”. John
XXII, respectively, required them to recognize Stepanos as their legitimate bishop
and reimburse him for all the losses incurred [3, p. 146]29.
In his struggle against the influence of the Roman Curia on the Armenians of
the Golden Horde, the Aghuan catholicos Stepanos also relied on his other protégé
named Tadeos, whom he ordained the Armenian bishop of Caffa as evidenced by
the third bull of John XXII addressed to the Solkhat archbishop Arakel on November 22, 1321. Quoting from the Epistle of the Apostle Jacob, Pope John urged
Arakel to be patient in connection with the hostility shown to him by “the son of
perdition by the name of Tadeos who separated from the unity with the church and
succeeded in being elevated to the rank of bishop [of Caffa] by some his Catholicos
in contradiction with the canonical decrees and prescriptions of the divine law”
[11, p. 99].
As can be seen, the Papal policy aimed at concluding the union between the
Roman and Eastern churches, caused a split among the Armenians of the Golden
Horde. However, further negotiations of the eastern prelates with local Franciscans
and Dominicans led to the easing of this conflict. Already in 1322, under the influence of the local Dominicans, Tadeos joined their Order, possibly receiving a parallel promise from the Latin bishop of Caffa Jerome to occupy his cathedra after
his death. Thus, Tadeos accepted the union with the Roman Church and in the
same year he went to Avignon with Jerome, where he remained until 1324. After
that, he returned to the East, not to Crimea, but to Cilicia, from where he visited
Avignon several times as the ambassador of Cilician King Leo V, until Pope John
XXII appointed him in 1328 at the head of the new Diocese of Coricos in Cilicia.
Finally, on 11 March 1334, John XXII ordained him the Latin bishop of Caffa and
he headed this cathedra until his death in 1357 [36, p. 159; 37, p. 262–264; 18,
p. 346–351]30.
In turn, Pogos probably remained an irreconcilable opponent of the union for a
much longer time. However, he also had to eventually accept the union: apparently,
Pope John XXII addressed the bull of September 11, 1329 exactly to him with an
expression of sincere joy in connection with his “reunification” with the Church of
Rome “through the service of the beloved sons, friars of the Order of preachers”
[11, p. 210; see also 36, p. 159, nota 133]31.

29

In both bulls, Stepanos is simply called the “bishop of Sarai”. However, the latter bull
addressed to the Sarai’s Armenians as subordinate to his canonical jurisdiction, leaves no doubt
that he was an Armenian rather than a Latin bishop.
30
Returning to Crimea, Tadeos translated from Latin into Armenian the “Interpretation of
the Liturgy” and the colophon of one of its copies made in Pisa in 1354 (stored now in the
Mesrop Mashtots Matenadaran in Yerevan, MS 4065, fol. 221) calls him “the bishop of Caffa
from the Order of Preachers” [39, p. 120].
31
This bull was addressed “to Paul, the beloved brother in Christ, the bishop of the Armenians in the Uzbek’s empire”. Since the Armenian name of Pogos corresponds to Paul and in
connection with the lack of information about other Armenian bishops in the Golden Horde with
this name at this time, it can be stated with relative certainty that this prelate was exactly that
Pogos who expelled the pro-Latin bishop Stepanos from Sarai eight years earlier.
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СОПОСТАВЛЕНИЕ СВЕДЕНИЙ ВОСТОЧНЫХ И МИССИОНЕРСКИХ
ИСТОЧНИКОВ ПО ИСТОРИИ ЗОЛОТОЙ ОРДЫ
Роман Хаутала 1,2
1

Институт истории им. Ш. Марджани АН РТ
Казань, Российская Федерация
2

Университет Оулу
Оулу, Финляндия
romanhautala@gmail.com
Цель исследования: автор настоящей статьи стремится привлечь внимание исследователей к целому корпусу малоизвестных латинских источников, касающихся
подробностей развития католического миссионерства на территории Золотой Орды
начиная со второй половины XIII века.
Материалы исследования: эти источники представляются важными в первую
очередь по той причине, что они включают «внутренние» источники, а именно, отчеты католических миссионеров, составленные на территории Золотой Орды и отправленные руководству мендикантских орденов (в основном францисканского ордена
меньших братьев) в Европе. Они также включают «внешние» источники, то есть
папские буллы, адресованные золотоордынским правителям, самим миссионерам во
владениях этих правителей, как и их поданным в степях и городах Золотой Орды,
воспринимавшимся Римской курией в качестве непосредственных объектов миссио-
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нерской деятельности. Кроме того, к «внешним» латинским источникам причисляются нарративные описания францисканских хронистов, получавших сведения
либо непосредственно от миссионеров, возвратившихся из Золотой Орды, либо посредством их несохранившихся посланий.
Новизна данного исследования заключается в сравнении уже хорошо известных
источников по Золотой Орде с содержанием отчетов мендикантов, папских булл и
францисканских хроник, которые позволяют автору существенно разнообразить
сведения по ее истории.
Результаты исследования: в частности, автор прибег к сопоставлению совершенно независимых друг от друга миссионерских и ориентальных (то есть мамлюкских, персидских, русских, греческих и армянских) источников в стремлении продемонстрировать полезность такого сравнения для уточнения уже имеющихся сведений
и выявления новых, как и в попытке обосновать важность представленных в статье
миссионерских источников.
Ключевые слова: сравнение разнородных источников, история Золотой Орды,
восточные источники, католические миссии на востоке, францисканские отчеты,
папские буллы, францисканские хроники
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